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Sizing Server Platforms
To Meet ERP Requirements
Executive Overview

We developed a quantitative
model to assist with server sizing
by analyzing the effects of
various factors on the utilization
of the primary server resources:
compute, memory, and I/O.

Server sizing and selection is a critical element of Intel IT’s enterprise resource
planning (ERP) infrastructure strategy, which makes use of both two-socket and
four-socket servers. Under-sizing servers may result in the need for mid-life server
refresh, which can result in significant disruption to business operations, added
logistical complexity, and increased total cost of ownership.
We developed a quantitative model to assist
with server sizing by analyzing the effects of
various factors on the utilization of the primary
server resources: compute, memory, and I/O.
The model is based on the Intel IT approach to
sizing servers for our ERP environment.

a server has enough headroom to support
mission-critical ERP applications without
Key reliability, availability, and serviceability
(RAS) features, such as the new machine
check architecture recovery (MCA recovery)
capability in the Intel® Xeon® processor

workload growth forecasts, including

7500 series, can be an additional factor; for

larger workload peaks.

some mission-critical ERP applications, RAS

• With longer refresh cycles: Four-socket

may be the overriding consideration.

servers can accommodate greater workload

Based on our evaluation of these factors,

growth over a longer period of time. The

Intel IT uses four-socket servers for our most

high logistical complexity of an upgrade

demanding ERP instances.

makes it very desirable to plan for a refresh
Karl Mailman

multiple factors when determining whether

which provide greater headroom than two-

• When there is greater uncertainty in

ERP Infrastructure Architect, Intel IT

We need to consider the combined effect of

requiring a mid-life refresh.

of situations:

Principal Engineer, Intel IT

necessitate planning for greater headroom.

Our analysis shows that four-socket servers,
socket servers, may be preferable in a number

Sudip Chahal

• With active-active cluster designs, which

cycle of four or more years and to avoid
mid-life refresh.
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minimize server total cost of ownership (TCO).

environment includes many ERP

Various factors determine our ERP platform
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selection and sizing decisions, including

250 servers. We have found that a

workload growth projections, maximum

decentralized ERP approach offers

utilization target, the size of workload

several advantages, including lower

spikes, and the capacity of two-socket

server acquisition costs and increased

and four-socket servers.
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Reliability Considerations in Server Platform Selection
While this paper focuses on server capacity and sizing, other factors—such as reliability,
availability, and serviceability (RAS)—may affect server platform selection. For some
mission-critical ERP applications, RAS may be the most important consideration.
Four-socket servers based Intel® Xeon® processor 7500 series include more than
20 new RAS features. These include machine check architecture recovery (MCA
recovery), available for the first time in servers based on Intel® Xeon® processors.
With MCA recovery, the hardware works with the OS or hypervisor to increase system
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availability by allowing servers to recover from uncorrectable memory errors that may
otherwise cause a system crash. MCA recovery detects the uncorrectable memory error
and can then—in most instances—enable the OS or hypervisor to determine the best
course of action. For example, if the error affects a non-critical process, the OS can
terminate and restart the process while keeping the server running.
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SERVER SIZING
APPROACH

or the size of demand peaks—relative to this

PEAKS IN DEMAND

initial baseline utilization level.

Short-term bursts in demand can drive

We consider a range of factors that

MAXIMUM UTILIZATION TARGET

significantly affect utilization of

sidebar). These bursty workloads can result

For a business-critical ERP environment, it is

the key server resource categories:

in utilization peaks that are much higher

essential to maintain good responsiveness

compute, memory, and I/O. We model

than the long-term average. In general, we

under all conditions.

have noted that for many services the peak

To achieve this, we need to establish a

workload exceeds the average by 2x to 10x.

maximum utilization target for key server

We base maximum utilization targets on

resources. This target depends on factors

peaks that are sustained over a few minutes

such as the specific business requirements

rather than on instantaneous peaks. We

and the resource type. If this utilization target

have found that peaks are typically more

is exceeded, response times may increase

pronounced for processor and I/O utilization

dramatically, putting at risk the ability to meet

than for memory utilization. Our experience is

service-level agreements (SLAs).

that processor utilization can surge up to 10x

Sizing Factors Impacting
Server Platform Selection

The maximum utilization target for the key

or higher during a short period, but peaks in

A variety of sizing factors impact server

80 percent. For illustration purposes, in this

the combined effect of these factors
to understand the overall implications
for server sizing and selection. We use
this approach to make sure that we
select servers with the right amount
of headroom to support the expected
demands of the workload over the
server’s planned four-year life.

platform selection:
• Initial measured average utilization

significant swings in resource utilization (see

server resources—processor and memory—
typically ranges from about 65 percent to
paper we assume a maximum utilization

memory utilization are more likely to be in the
range of 1.3x to 1.5x. Relative to long-term
averages, the peak I/O utilization can vary to
an even greater extent.

target of 75 percent.

• Maximum utilization target
• Peaks in demand
• Workload growth projections
• Relative capacities of two-socket
and four-socket servers
• Server refresh cycle
• Advanced considerations such as
clustering and failover

Examples of Workload Peaks
Short-term variation in demand can drive significant swings in resource utilization that
last from a few minutes to more than 24 hours. Examples we have experienced include:
• Requests to employee intranet portal. In response to a message from Intel’s
CEO about changes to employee stock plans, traffic on Intel’s employee intranet
home page surged to a peak of 80,000 requests per hour—8x the average.
• User-initiated execution of business processes. When users initiate business

Any of these may significantly affect

processes, they may greatly increase server compute demand. User-initiated

platform utilization and selection. To illustrate

execution of one master data synchronization routine requires processing more than

the concepts, we will examine many of these

40,000 records—an 8x increase over the standard batch process.

factors individually. However, when sizing and
selecting servers, it is essential to consider
the combined effect of all the factors.
INITIAL MEASURED AVERAGE
UTILIZATION

• Reconciling inventory. Each week, the task of reconciling and valuing the inventory
at distribution centers worldwide creates a six-hour surge in processor utilization to
about 70 percent—roughly 3x the average of 20 to 25 percent utilization.
• Updating test systems. As a production system database grows, the task of
copying code and data to test systems becomes increasingly resource intensive. One

Initial measured average utilization provides

quarterly process involves updating each row of a table with many millions of entries;

the starting point for assessing the required

this process alone takes more than 24 hours and consumes 20 to 25 percent of the

server capacity. We assess the effects of all

server’s processing capacity.

other factors—such as workload growth rate
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clusters are used for benchmark testing using

to make sure it does not exceed our

RELATIVE CAPACITIES AND
CAPABILITIES OF TWO-SOCKET
AND FOUR-SOCKET SERVERS

maximum utilization target during the life of

The decision to select a two-socket or a

normal operations.

the server, otherwise we risk reduced service

four-socket server depends on the relative

levels to our IT customers.

capacities of the servers. The relative capacity

When planning server capacity, we account
for peak utilization across each key resource

varies over time as new server platforms are
WORKLOAD GROWTH PROJECTIONS

introduced, and depends on the resource—

The average utilization generated by a workload

compute, memory, or I/O—being compared.

typically grows over the life of a server. Factors

General capacities are shown in Table 1.

that affect this growth include:
• Anticipated growth in the number of users
• The expected addition of new applications
on the server

SERVER REFRESH CYCLE
Server sizing is significantly affected by an
organization’s server refresh cycle. Servers

two-node active-active clusters, which provide
maximum performance and headroom during
When failover occurs, the surviving server
must run the combined workloads of both
original servers while continuing to deliver
good performance to meet our SLAs. This
means that we need to size each server so
that it can support the combined workloads
of both servers in the cluster, without
exceeding its maximum utilization target
under anticipated peak loads.

must continue to offer good responsiveness

• OS and application refreshes; for example,

throughout their lives, so they must be sized

migration to a unicode database can

to accommodate the expected workload

result in significant increases in processor

growth over the entire refresh cycle. The

utilization and database size

longer the planned refresh cycle, the more a

• Changes in average transaction complexity
and transaction resource requirements
Although the resulting aggregate workload
growth may vary from year to year, it is useful
to model growth in average utilization as
compound annual growth rate (CAGR). We
have found that CAGR for ERP workloads
typically ranges from 5 to 30 percent. For
illustration purposes, in this analysis we will
model both 10 percent and 20 percent CAGRs.

workload is likely to grow over the life of the
server, resulting in a need to plan for additional
headroom when initially sizing the server.
ADVANCED CONSIDERATIONS:
CLUSTERING AND FAILOVER
We use clustering to provide high availability
for critical ERP instances. One of these
clustered instances, the production instance,
runs our production ERP transactions. Similar

MODELING ERP SCENARIOS
We have developed a conceptual model
that shows how variation in these
individual factors affects utilization of key
resources over a server’s refresh cycle.
The resulting predicted utilization levels
determine whether we should select a
two-socket or a four-socket server.
All assumptions used in the following
modeled scenarios are for illustration
purposes only. We assume a maximum
utilization target of 75 percent. Actual

Table 1. Comparison of Current Two-socket and Four-socket Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) Platforms
Two-socket Server Based on
Intel® Xeon® Processor 5600 Series

Four-socket Server Based on
Intel® Xeon® Processor 7500 Series

Benefits of Four-socket Servers over
Two-socket Servers1

Number of cores

8 to 12

16 to 32

Number of threads

16 to 24

32 to 64

I/O slots

4 to 6

8 to 10

Greater I/O expandability: typically 2x

Memory slots

Up to 18

Up to 64

Greater memory capacity: up to 3.55x

Maximum memory capacity with
4-GB DIMMs

72 GB

256 GB

Reliability features

Standard

Advanced features including machine check
architecture recovery (MCA recovery)

Performance scaling: Up to 2.3x

1

Scalability differences depend on specific server configurations.
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Greater uptime for mission-critical workloads
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workload growth projections, peak and
average utilization ratios, utilization levels,

Example Peak vs. Average Resource Utilization
160%
140

the server resource (processor, memory, or

120

being modeled. Relative server capacities
also vary over time as new technologies
are introduced in different platforms at
different times.

Server Utilization

and relative server capacities will depend on
I/O) and the specific deployment scenario

IT@Intel White Paper

100
80
60
40

Impact of Resource
Utilization Peaks

20
0

The size of workload peaks, relative to
average utilization, significantly affects
server selection. This example is based

Example 1
Example 2
Peak=1.5x Average
Peak=2x Average
Utilization
Utilization
Higher than Targeted Peak Utilization
Average Load
Peak Load

Example 3
Peak=4x Average
Utilization

Example 4
Peak=8x Average
Utilization

on a workload that generates 20 percent
average utilization, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Modeling the impact of workload peaks on server utilization.

The server can accommodate peaks that
generate 1.5x average utilization (example 1
in Figure 1). However, a bursty workload that
generates peaks 4x the average (example 3)

Peak Resource Consumption Projections
120%

exceeds the maximum utilization target, likely

100

workload with peaks 8x the average (example 4)
would definitely require a higher-capacity server.

Different Workload
Growth Rates
This example is based on a workload that
initially generates peak utilization of 50
percent. As shown in Figure 2, the server can
accommodate an average 10 percent growth
rate over the four-year cycle. However, if the

Server Utilization

requiring a server with greater capacity; a

High CAGR: Growth due to high
CAGR outstrips upfront headroom
Moderate CAGR: Sufﬁcient upfront
headroom for low growth workloads

80

60

40

20

0

Peak
Peak
Peak
Start
End of Year 1
End of Year 2
Higher than Targeted Peak Utilization
10% Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR)
20% CAGR

Peak
End of Year 3

Peak
End of Year 4

workload grows at an average 20 percent a
year, it approaches the maximum utilization
target in year two, and exceeds the target
by the end of year three—well before the

Figure 2. Modeling the effect of different workload growth rates on server utilization. We assume
a four-year hardware refresh cycle and illustrate both 10 and 20 percent compound annual growth
rates (CAGRs).

planned refresh date.

Server Refresh Cycle
Longer refresh cycles require more headroom
to accommodate growth. This example is based

www.intel.com/IT 5
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Workload Resource
Utilization Projections
100%
Higher than Targeted Peak Utilization

Server Utilization

80

60

40

20

0

Peak
Year 0 (Now)

Peak
End of Year 1

Peak
End of Year 2

Peak
End of Year 3

Peak
End of Year 4

Peak
End of Year 5

Figure 3. Modeling the effect of different refresh cycles. We assume a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 20 percent. With a short three-year
refresh cycle, a server platform with modest headroom may suffice. For longer four- to five-year refresh cycles, high-CAGR workloads may necessitate
a server with greater capacity.

on a server running a workload that initially

utilization target. Otherwise, failover can cause

This scenario is shown in Figure 4. Our hypothetical

generates peak utilization of 40 percent. With

utilization on the surviving server to exceed

example is based on a workload that initially

a short three-year refresh cycle, the server can

the maximum utilization target, endangering

utilizes approximately 20 percent of the memory

accommodate even a rapid 20 percent growth

SLAs. If our projections indicate frequent

capacity of a two-socket server based on the

rate without exceeding its maximum target

loading above this level, higher-capacity

Intel Xeon processor 5600 series. The same

utilization, as shown in Figure 3.

servers are needed to guarantee the required

workload initially utilizes approximately 6 percent

responsiveness.

of the memory capacity of a four-socket server

However, Intel IT generally uses a four-year
refresh cycle across our environment, as

based on the Intel Xeon processor 7500 series,
because the four-socket server has about 3.5x

in this workload would exceed this server’s

Sizing a Server Platform
for a Large ERP Production
Instance

maximum utilization target; a server with

When we size an ERP server platform, we

two-socket servers with an initial cluster

greater capacity would be required.

must consider the potential combined effect

utilization of 20 percent, even a moderate

of all the above factors.

10-percent growth rate combined with peaks

described earlier. With refresh cycles of four
years or more, 20 percent annual growth

Clustering and Failover
Clustering is essential to provide high
availability for our production instances. This
effectively doubles the required capacity of
each server, because if one server fails, the
surviving server has to run the workloads of
both and do so with good performance to
meet SLAs. Therefore, in normal operations,
peak utilization of the servers in the cluster
should be less than half the planned maximum

6 www.intel.com/IT

In this example, we examine how these
combined factors affect utilization of a
key resource—memory—and the resulting
impact on selecting a server to run a large
ERP production instance.
Our production instances are clustered to
provide high availability; each server must be
sized so that in the event of failover, it can run
the workload of both servers in the cluster.

the memory capacity of the two-socket server.
For an two-node active-active cluster of

50 percent higher than average can cause
peak utilization in failover mode that will
exceed 75 percent by the second year. In
contrast, the cluster of four-socket servers
comfortably accommodates growth over our
entire four-year refresh cycle.
For smaller workloads, a cluster of two-socket
servers may have adequate capacity to
accommodate growth over the entire refresh
cycle, as shown in Figure 5.

Sizing Server Platforms To Meet ERP Requirements

Two-socket Server ERP Workload:
Memory Utilization

Four-socket Server ERP Workload:
Memory Utilization

100%

100%
Higher than Targeted Peak Utilization

Higher than Targeted Peak Utilization
80
Memory Utilization

80
Memory Utilization
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60

Peak + Failover
40

Average Utilization + 50% Peak

20

60

40

Average Utilization
Average Utilization + 50% Peak
Peak + Failover

20

Average Utilization
0

Year 0

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

0

Year 4

Year 0

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Figure 4. The effect of multiple factors on server sizing for a large enterprise resource planning (ERP) production instance.

Under-sizing—selecting a server that
exceeds its maximum utilization target
before the end of its planned lifecycle—
has significant consequences.

approach to selecting an appropriately sized
Small ERP Workload on
Two-socket Server

server that has enough headroom for the
entire four-year cycle.

100%
Higher than Targeted Peak Utilization

TCO Analysis

80

Mid-life server refresh results in significant

Each Intel ERP production instance includes

hardware and non-hardware costs, due to

a scale-up database and several application

the need to purchase new servers and to

components. If the ERP server cannot

implement and test changes across this

accommodate growth in the database, the

business-critical environment.

server typically must be refreshed in mid-life

Our analysis of the effect on TCO is based

in order to help ensure that ERP performance

on published server list prices and estimated

continues to meet SLAs. This mid-life refresh

industry compensation rates. We included

causes significant disruption to business

the following factors:

1

Memory Utilization

RISKS OF UNDER-SIZING

60

40

Peak + Failover
20

0

Average Utilization + 50% Peak
Average Utilization
Year 0

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

operations, adds logistical complexity, and
increases TCO.

LABOR COSTS

The following analysis examines the impact of

Mid-life refresh is resource intensive, requiring

under-sizing, the situation shown in Figure 4,

work by IT and business groups in three main

due to selecting a server that is not able

areas. The effort required in each area, and

to accommodate workload growth over a

the resulting cost, varies depending on the

planned four-year refresh cycle, resulting in

complexity of the change.

the need for mid-life refresh. It compares this

Figure 5. Server sizing for a small enterprise
resource planning (ERP) production instance.

1 www.dice.com
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Qualification

The hardware costs of a mid-life refresh

We need to qualify each new server platform

are determined by the number and type of

servers based on a newer processor

for use in our ERP environment. Intel IT has

servers that we need to replace within this

generation (moderate complexity). In this

a team of three people who work part-time

pipeline. Several factors can influence this.

example, we use new two-socket servers

• Replace six servers with new two-socket

based on a newer generation of processors.

on this, representing a total of about 6 to 12
Differences between platforms

We assume that these replacement servers

The hardware and software platforms available

offer enough additional capacity and that

Implementation

as replacements may differ considerably from

there are minimal changes to the software

A pipeline architect, a database administrator,

the platforms that were originally deployed,

stack so that it is feasible for the new

and an ERP application specialist work together

depending on the length of time since the

servers to coexist with the original servers

to refresh the servers running each of the

original deployment. If there has been too

in the same pipeline. In this scenario we

ERP instances. This represents a total of

much change to the hardware, OS, and drivers,

limit the scope of replacements to the more

about 12 to 36 person-weeks of effort.

it may not be feasible to mix new platforms

demanding instances within the pipeline,

with the original platforms within a pipeline.

which are the production, disaster recovery,

person-weeks.

Business group regression testing
and checkout

Need for consistency

This is the biggest cost, accounting for an

It is highly desirable, for support reasons,

estimated 36 to 72 person-weeks of work.

to have as much hardware and software

Because ERP is so critical to each of Intel’s

consistency across an entire pipeline as is

business groups, they tend to be risk-

economically feasible. This consideration

averse and require repeated testing of any

may drive wholesale replacement across a

proposed changes. They commit resources

pipeline even if it is conceptually possible

to regression testing the changes to each

to mix new and existing platforms.

instance, as well as doing a complete checkout
of the system once we have completed

MID-LIFE REFRESH OPTIONS

replacement of the servers and software.

As a result of these factors, there may be a

The effort and cost are multiplied by the fact

variety of mid-life refresh options to consider.

that each instance is typically shared by many

For illustration purposes, using the example

projects; at least one representative from

of a pipeline originally based on 16 two-

each project is required to perform these tasks

socket servers, these options may include:

across all the business group’s ERP instances.

• Replace all 16 servers with new two-

and benchmark test instances. We would
need to upgrade the latter two instances
because they are typically configured to
match the production environment.
• Replace six servers with new four-socket
servers based on the same processor
generation (least complexity). In a variation
of the preceding example, we use new
four-socket servers, assuming that these
replacement servers offer enough additional
capacity and that there are minimal changes
to the software stack. As in the preceding
option, the scope of replacements is limited
to the more demanding instances: production,
disaster recovery, and benchmark test.
TOTAL COST

socket servers (greatest complexity).

Figure 6 illustrates estimated total cost for

This wholesale replacement is the most

the examples above. As shown, all the mid-life

complex refresh to implement, but may

upgrade options result in substantially increased

be the best option from a supportability

For each Intel business group ERP implementation,

TCO. Depending on the new hardware required,

standpoint if there have been substantial

there is a pipeline of ERP application instances.

TCO with a mid-life upgrade ranges from

changes in the platforms—such as a new

Each instance supports a specific function,

approximately 1.5x to 2x the cost of a “right-

OS revision and drivers—so that it becomes

such as development, benchmark test,

sized” approach based on originally selecting

impractical to mix new and original

production, or production support, and may

four-socket servers with enough headroom

platforms within a pipeline.

for the entire four-year refresh cycle.

HARDWARE COSTS
The hardware costs of a mid-life refresh can
vary significantly.

be implemented using one or more servers.

8 www.intel.com/IT
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Business Disruption

• The downtime required on each system

life upgrades wherever possible. Business

during the implementation of each change.

The greatest impact of mid-life refresh—even
more significant than the cost of acquiring

• Production systems are unavailable for use

new servers—is the business disruption as

during the cutover to the new servers. This

new instances are tested and deployed on

results in idle resources and potentially the

the new servers. Disruptions include:

need for extra work after the cutover to

groups are extremely concerned about
changes to the critical ERP environment—
much more so than for other environments
that have less stringent requirements and
correspondingly lower barriers to change.
In the ERP environment, each additional IT

process anything that was missed.

• The need to allocate testing and
validation resources, as described

The high logistical complexity of an upgrade

above, that could otherwise have been

makes it very desirable to plan for a refresh

applied to other projects.

cycle of four years or more and to avoid mid-

IT@Intel White Paper

request for resources and downtime may
face increasing scrutiny and resistance.

Right-Sized/Under-Sized Scenarios
Right-sized

Under-sized High Complexity

Under-sized Medium Complexity

Under-sized Low Complexity

$0

100

200

300

400

500

600

Cost in Thousands of U.S. Dollars

Right-sized

Original new server purchase cost

272

High Complexity
Full pipe upgrade to all new
two-socket platform and
new OS

Under-sized Scenarios

Medium Complexity
Upgrade only production, disaster recovery,
and benchmark test to new two-socket
platform and existing OS

Low Complexity
Upgrade only production, disaster recovery, and
benchmark test to new four-socket of current
generation architecture and existing OS

176

176

176

176

66

162

Qualifying new server platform

20

17

10

Refreshing server platform through
the entire pipeline: Release management
and change control management

60

50

20

111

93

56

USD 543

USD 402

USD 424

Replacement new server purchase cost

Business group checkout and
regression testing
TOTAL

USD 272

Note: Costs shown in thousands of U.S. dollars.
Assumptions: Hardware costs based on server list prices: two-socket server, USD 11,000; four-socket server, USD 27,000. Server price estimates are based on data from
www.dell.com, January 2010. Prices are highly dependent on the specific server configuration and subject to change without notice. Labor costs based on estimated annual
industry compensation rates: software developer, USD 79,000; database administrator, USD 85,000; ERP administrator, USD 86,000; project manager, USD 101,000

Figure 6. Total cost of ownership analysis of mid-life server refresh options.
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INTEL IT ERP SERVER
STRATEGY
Our analysis has resulted in the

Larger Application Workloads

Current Server Platform Positioning Framework
Data Warehousing

Four-socket
Candidates

Finance

Two-socket
Candidates

framework, shown in Figure 7.
If peak requirements of an ERP database

Customer Management

workload are expected to frequently exceed

Inventory Management

40 percent of the processor or memory
resources of a two-socket server cluster within

Purchasing

the four-year refresh cycle, we standardize on

Planning and Forecasting

a four-socket server cluster. This is because

Middleware

in a failover situation, the surviving server
must be able to run the entire workload that
n/a

Environment Management

n/a

n/a

n/a
Quality Assurance

n/a - not applicable

Larger, More Demanding Instances

was previously supported by both servers and
continue to deliver good performance while
Development

n/a

Disaster Recovery

n/a

Benchmarking

Monitoring

Production Support

End User Portal

Production

Mid-range Workloads

current Intel IT ERP server positioning

Smaller Instances

doing so.
As a result, we use four-socket servers for
our most demanding production, benchmark,
and disaster recovery instances. This approach
enables us to avoid the cost impact and
disruption caused by mid-life server refresh.
We use two-socket servers for many nonproduction roles as well as smaller production
instances.

Figure 7. Current Intel IT server platform positioning framework.

Over time, we expect that four-socket
servers may support additional roles as
virtualization hosts. We anticipate steady
adoption of virtualization in the ERP
environment, starting with the lowestrisk instances and progressing to more
critical server roles as virtualization delivers
proven stability, reliability, and performance.
Four-socket servers offer advantages as
virtualization hosts because of their greater
memory headroom and larger number of
processor cores.
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Four-socket Server ERP Workload: Memory Utilization
100%
Higher than Targeted Peak Utilization

In the past, four-socket servers have

80

available on the market in industrystandard designs and price bands.
However, industry-standard eight-socket
designs are becoming available based

Memory Utilization

been the largest-capacity servers
60

Peak + Failover
40

Average Utilization + 50% Peak

20

the Intel Xeon processor 7500 series,

Average Utilization

and even larger modular systems with

0

more than eight sockets are being built

Year 0

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

using these processors.
With eight or more sockets, these systems

Eight-socket Server ERP Workload: Memory Utilization
100%

have correspondingly greater CPU performance,

Higher than Targeted Peak Utilization

memory, and I/O scalability than four-socket
Accordingly, these systems may support larger
ERP workloads that outstrip the capacity
of four-socket servers. Figure 8 shows how,
in a scenario analogous to that described

Memory Utilization

systems, as shown in Table 2.

80

60

40

Peak + Failover

20

Average Utilization + 50% Peak

on page 6 (“Sizing a Server Platform for a
Large ERP Production Instance”), a workload

Average Utilization

0
Year 0

that exceeds the memory capacity of a

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

cluster based on four-socket servers can be
comfortably accommodated by a cluster of
eight-socket servers (with double the memory

Figure 8. Server sizing for a very large enterprise resource planning (ERP) production instance.
Comparison of four-socket and eight-socket servers.

capacity) over a four-year refresh cycle.
Table 2. Comparison of Four-socket and Eight-socket Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) Platforms
Four-socket Server Based on
Intel® Xeon® Processor 7500 Series

Eight-socket Server Based on
Intel Xeon processor 7500 Series

Benefits of Eight-socket Servers over
Four-socket Servers

Number of cores

16 to 24

48 to 64

Number of threads

32 to 64

96 to 128

I/O slots

8 to 10

16 to 20

Greater I/O expandability: Up to 2x

Memory slots

64

128

Greater memory capacity: Up to 2x

Maximum memory capacity with
4-GB DIMMs

256 GB

512 GB

Reliability features

Advanced features including machine
check architecture recovery (MCA recovery)

Advanced features including MCA recovery

Performance scaling estimated at up to 1.75x
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CONCLUSION

• With longer refresh cycles: Four-socket

Intel’s ERP strategy has enabled Intel
IT to effectively support more than
10,000 active users with industrystandard servers.

increases TCO.

The high logistical complexity of an

CAGR	compound annual
growth rate

upgrade makes it very desirable to plan

ERP	enterprise resource
planning

years and avoid mid-life upgrades.

MCA recovery	machine check
architecture recovery

• With active-active cluster designs, which
necessitate planning for greater headroom.

to mid-life refresh, which causes significant
business disruption and substantially

ACRONYMS

workload growth over a longer period.

for a refresh strategy of four or more

Server sizing and selection is an essential part
of this strategy. Under-sizing servers leads

servers can accommodate greater

RAS	reliability, availability,
and serviceability

We need to consider the combined effect of
these factors when determining which server

SLA	service-level agreement

Our quantitative analysis shows that four-

has enough headroom to support the critical

TCO

socket servers, which provide greater headroom

ERP environment without requiring a mid-life

than two-socket servers, may be preferable in

refresh. Based on our evaluation of these

the following situations:

factors, we use four-socket servers for our

• When there is greater uncertainty in

most demanding ERP instances.

the workload growth forecasts, including
larger workload peaks.

For more straight talk on current topics from Intel’s IT leaders,
visit www.intel.com/it.
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